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150 youth to
dance for 10 hours
straight, from 10
p.m. to 10 a.m.
Led by Danny,
the student organizers of Dancing on Horizons
are a dynamic
group of young
people, full of
passion, creativity
and kindness. In
between their
studies, part-time
The organizers of Dancing on Horizons 2009 present Jeanette and
Heather with a cheque for $18,000 from their dance-a-thon.
jobs, and extracurricular school
or the past two years,
activities, the group met throughmembers of Va’ad Tikun
out the year to organize the DancOlam (Mend the World Commit- ing on Horizons events. Their
tee) have organized spectacular
hard work certainly paid off! Last
dance-a-thons in support of
year, they raised $12,000 for
HCC. VTO is a social justice
HCC. And just two weeks ago,
youth group. Members work
VTO presented us with a whoptogether to create and carry out
ping $18,000 to put towards the
social action projects to make
construction of our new Centre!
the world a better place. VTO’s
National Director, Danny RichWe are extremely grateful to
mond, volunteered with HCC
Danny Richmond and all the
back in 2005, and has mainmembers of VTO for their extained a strong connection to
traordinary commitment to HCC.
our Centre ever since.
For more information about this
great organization, please visit
With the motto “Dancing for a
their website: www.vto-cyj.com.
Difference”, VTO mobilized over

F

We now proudly accept
online donations through
Canada Helps. Visit
www.horizonscentre.org
for more information
and/or to make a donation.
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Our New Home...Brick by Brick
been moving along slowly but
steadily. The photo will give
you a picture of how far we
have come, and how far
we still need to go in order to
complete the project.

So far, we have laid the foundation and three
courses of bricks at our new site, with hundreds of blocks already moulded and ready
to be added.

I

t seems like just yesterday
when we received approval
from the late Chief of Sandema
to purchase 22 acres of land to
build a permanent residence
for our children. Since then,
the construction project has

Can you believe that each
cement block has been
moulded and laid with human
hands? These hands belong to
Joe, our coordinator, locally
hired masons, our own HCC
kids, and a team of truly dedicated volunteers.

Your generosity has made this
labour of love possible.

Gabi and Joe test out our new borehole
which will provide water for the kids and
villagers in the community.

We offer our heartfelt thanks
to all of you for your donations.

New Life at our New Site
Henry David Thoreau once said, "Though I do not believe
that a plant will spring up where no seed has been
planted, I have great faith in a seed. Convince me that
you have planted a seed there and I am prepared to expect wonders" .
HCC has taken action to "green up" our new site. Over
the past 2 years we have planted over 100 trees around
the periphery of our property. These trees were purchased and planted by various donors and volunteers.
Although it has been a lot of work to care for the trees in
the dry season, we are happy to report that our efforts
have paid off. The trees are growing well. It is our hope
that in a few years, we will actually be able to include
mangoes and moringa leaves as regular features in our
food and nutrition program. We also have plans of sharing our bounty with the Sandema community.

Joshua lends a hand at our new site. All the kids help
out with tree-planting and watering.
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Edmund Menezes visits HCC
by Andrea Menezes
Last year, Dad finally realized
his dream of going to Ghana and
visiting the Centre that Heather
first opened in the year 2000.
For years he looked at pictures
of the kids in newsletters, heard
stories of their various antics,
and offered his support in countless ways. In July 2008, at the
ripe young age of 80, he made
it over, and I was very happy to
share the experience with him.
Originally Dad had planned to
spend only one week in Sandema at HCC. He was keen on
meeting the children, but also
wanted to do a bit of traveling in
the area. I had already been in
Sandema for two months before

Dad arrived, and I knew that
there was no way that he would
want to leave after one week. I
knew that he would absolutely
love being with the kids and
that he would enjoy the beauty
of Sandema too. Needless to
say, Dad's plans changed
quickly and he kept extending

his trip until
it was no
longer possible to stay,
without buying a new
ticket of
course.
To give you a
little background, before his arrival there was
so much excitement in
the air at the
Centre. The kids were speaking about their "Father" coming to visit and prepared to
welcome him with a lively ceremony. From the moment he
arrived, they took wonderful
care of him. Streams of visitors came to greet him thoughout the day, bringing thoughtful offerings of eggs, rice and
kind words with them.
One of my fondest memories
was a day when children came
to the volunteer house to visit
Dad in small groups. He had a
chance to really find out about
each child's interests and aspirations. Together we drank
Milo (hot chocolate), ate biscuits and shared stories. It
was a wonderful time of connection.

Although he spent only two
weeks at HCC, the experience
left him with a lifetime
of unforgettable memories.
At his farewell party, Joe and
Roland each presented Dad
with a traditional smock from
the Builsa tribe- a gift reserved
for very special occasions. Dad
shed a few tears at the end of
that evening, and he promised
to try his best to make it back
to Sandema for one more
visit. He'll have to practise
some of his dancing moves!
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Leadership Training for Girls: A Weekend of
Fun and Learning
Maya Boritz went to Ghana last summer with Operation Groundswell (OG). Below, she describes
some of the wonderful work she and other OG volunteers did for HCC and the Sandema community.
I think one of the things that
struck me most about Horizons
Children’s Centre when I was
there last summer, besides how
inviting and welcoming
the children were, was that as
much as HCC is a home for
needy children, it is also a hub

tries. We spent three weeks in
Sandema, volunteering at HCC
and setting out to accomplish
our own projects. We spent
time with the children, teaching them games we knew from
home, learning games from
them, reading with them, helping with homework, and even
learning a few words in the
Buili language.

with one man who has an education, but when you educate a
woman, you educate a nation,
because she shares what she
has learned with others in the
community.”

O
for many other children in Sandema. There were always many
young people at HCC, eager to
read books from the library and
interact with us. Living up to its
name, it appears that HCC acts
as a central gathering place for
many of the children in the community.
I went to Ghana last summer
with Operation Groundswell
(www.operationgroundswell.com
), a Toronto-based, youth-led
social enterprise that aims to
provide young people with meaningful travel and volunteer opportunities in different coun-

ne of the highlights of
my experience was a
Girls Workshop that I initiated
with three other volunteers:
Katelin, Tri, and Man-Ying. A
week prior to the workshop, we
met with the girls to get their
input on topics they wanted to
address. I still remember meeting Belinda, one of the recipi-

ents of HCC’s Girls Scholarship Program. Discussing the
importance of girls’ scholarships, she told us: “When you
educate a man, you end up

The Girls Workshop was held
over two days and was attended by thirteen girls between the ages of 12-17. On
the first day, we ran an interactive activity on First Aid
skills, created life maps, talked
about women we admire, completed an exercise on achieving
future goals, discussed teen
pregnancy, and did a presentation on sexual health and
HIV/AIDs. We also went to the
Sandema Resource Centre (a
computer and resource centre
run by HCC) where the girls
explored typing, wordprocessing, and painting/drawing programs. For
many of the girls, this experience was their first time using
a computer.
Continued on Page 5
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Leadership Training Continued From pg. 4
On the second day of the workshop we had an interactive
quiz on some of the skills we
had learned the day before.
We ran another activity on
gender roles leading to an interesting discussion about
girls’ education. Finally, for the
last activity, we got feedback
on the workshop and discussed
ways to make it sustainable.
One of my favourite memories
from the workshop was when
we were heading to the Sandema Resource Centre. There
had been heavy rains the day
before and as we neared the

main road, we saw that the dirt
path was submerged under a
wide river of water. We stood

off her shoes, hoisted up her
skirt and started to cross. Soon
the rest of us followed, laughing and screaming about the
possibility of snakes! Overall,
the workshop was a great success!

there for several moments trying to figure out how to get
across until one of the girls took

Girls’ Education – A Worthwhile Investment
HCC's Girls Scholarship initiative is growing from strength
to strength. We are currently
supporting 11 girls who are
enrolled in programs in Secondary School, and plan on expanding the program to include new recipients annually. Each year
Gabby, our Education Coordinator and Joe hop on the motorcycle and visit all of the
Primary Schools in Sandema
and the surrounding villages.
They speak to Headmasters
and to the students directly,
letting them know that scholarships are available for those
girls who wish to continue

their studies. The criteria for
selection includes financial
need, high academic achievement and demonstrated commitment to the local community.

It is our sincere wish that one
day we will be able to offer every

E

ach year we meet with
the girls for an afternoon
of fun, food and reflection. The girls share stories
about their school experiences
and clearly articulate their
goals for the future. Their
strength, courage and determination inspire us, and we are
delighted to renew their well
earned scholarships each year.

Recipients of our girls’ education scholarships
met this summer to discuss the highlights and
challenges of their first year of high school.

girl who applies for an HCC
scholarship the opportunity
to achieve their highest educational aspiration.
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A Wild and Wonderful Excursion
picturesque sunset!
Our accommodations were simple. We all slept together in
traditional style housing. Each
room housed 5-7 kids. Basically, it was a GIANT slumber
party with lots of laughter and
silly antics. In the morning we
split into two
Groups and went on safaris.
We all saw elephants, monkeys,
gazelles, and warthogs. It was
a trip of a lifetime for the kids,
and a time for the staff to connect beyond the Centre.

uring my time in
Sandema this summer, one of my most
memorable experiences
was a fun-filled HCC excursion to a national game
reserve park called Mole.
The trip came as a complete surprise to the children when volunteer
Jessica Senders made the
big announcement the
night before we set off.
Through the generous
support of volunteers and
friends, including
Jessica herself, the children had the opportunity
to experience life beyond
Sandema, and to observe
wildlife that they had only
glimpsed in picture books.

D

The children awoke bright

and early on the morning of the
trip and dressed impeccably –
in their Sunday best. Ghanaians always dress up when
they are traveling. In no time,
we all piled into a crowded
local tro-tro and began the 10
hour journey to our destination. Throughout the entire
journey the children were singing and drumming with great
enthusiasm. One of the highlights of the trip was stopping
in Larabanga to see an ancient
mosque, a humble and beautiful structure which
has been declared a World
Heritage site. While the road to
Mole was rough and terribly
bumpy, the
journey was well worth the
discomfort. We arrived just in
time to see baboons and warthogs roaming around beneath a

We ended the journey as we
began – singing and drumming
all the way home!

Above left: The kids and staff on
an early morning safari walk.
Above: Both of our safari groups
were fortunate to see elephants
in all their glory...the highlight
of any trip to Mole!
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Schools Reaching Out to HCC
Brimwood Rises to the Occasion...Again!
This year, the students and
staff of Brimwood Blvd. P.S. in
Scarborough organized an
amazing dance-a-thon for
HCC. Brimwood’s principal,
Sally Gustin, has been a faithful supporter of our program
for many years now. In fact,
this is the second fundraiser
that Brimwood has organized
for us in the last three years!
Everyone at the school welcomed me warmly when I visited Brimwood to talk about
our program in Ghana.

felt afternoon by performing a
song about global responsibility that they composed themselves, with the help of dedicated music teacher June Law.
There was certainly excitement in the air as one of the
Brimwood teachers challenged
students to a mock dance-off to
build up energy for the
dance-a-thon. Although I
could not attend the afternoon of dancing, it
was an outstanding success, raising over $3,000
for HCC. In these diffi-

cult economic times, this outpouring of generosity from the
staff, students and community
is truly remarkable. Thank
you Brimwood for your wonderful work in support of HCC!

Three talented Grade 3 students set the tone for a heart-

The Gift that Keeps on Giving
Although a regular routine,
read alouds are always special
events at HCC. The kids just
love being read to. They listen
intently to the stories, marvel
at the illustrations, and are
quick to ask questions and
excitedly share their ideas and
opinions about the stories.
We have proudly added many
fabulous books to our HCC
library over the past two years,
thanks to the generosity of
teachers and schools in the
GTA. At Warden Avenue P.S.,
staff and students sold popsicles and raised enough

money to buy a wide range of
excellent literacy resources for
the children at HCC. This
initiative was spearheaded by
TDSB teacher, Tracy Nick.
The students in each class
made a special effort to personalize their gifts by signing
their names on the inside cover
of the books. To the north,
Laura Donovan, a former HCC
volunteer, continues to support
our program through fundraising at her school, Claremont
P.S. Laura and her students
purchased two big boxes of
fantastic hard-cover books to
add to our library.

Meanwhile, west of the city,
Lisa Ribeiro, a Literacy Consultant with the Peel Catholic
School Board, took time away
from her very busy job
to collect and deliver a box of
books that is sure to have our
kids reading up a storm. Joel
Krentz, a TDSB librarian with
a keen interest in issues of
equity and social justice, also
made some thoughtful literary
contributions to our HCC library. We are very grateful to
everyone for these precious
gifts, which will continue to
educate and inspire our kids
for years to come.
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A Simple Gift Makes a World of Difference
In 2010, HCC will be celebrating its 10th anniversary as
an organization. Looking back
over the past decade we have
grown steadily and we are
grateful to all of you who have
helped us to expand our donor
base with fundraisers that you
have organized.
In recent years, we have had
several conversations about
the importance of community
outreach programs. While our

own children have benefitted
enormously from HCC resources, there are so many
truly needy people in the community who are also in dire
need of support. The question
for us as an organization now
is: “How can we stay focused
on our own goals, and at the
same time, share our resources, connections and expertise with the larger Sandema
community?”
The answer arrived when
we agreed to support the wonderful work of the Association
for People with Disabilities in
Sandema. This organization

was founded by Gilbert
Asekabta, an amazing role
model and friend of HCC. Gilbert himself has been living
with a physical disability since
childhood when he was paralysed with polio. He experienced firsthand the pain of
marginalization and outright exclusion.
As years went by, Gilbert's
determination to improve the
lives of all persons living with
disabilities in Sandema led to
the development of the Association for People with Disabilities. This organization
provides meaningful work opportunities, social and emotional support, and assistive
technology, like wheelchairs
and canes, to its members.
In a meeting with the Association last year, we learned that
members who suffered from
blindness were in need of white
canes. People generally use

wooden sticks from trees as an
alternative to the canes, but
they are heavy and cumbersome to carry, and not visible
to drivers at night.

Through friends, Edmund
Menezes made contact with
someone who works for CNIB
(Canadian National Institute
for the Blind) in Canada and
they donated 20 white canes to

HCC. When Heather and Jessica were there this summer,
they delivered the canes.
There was true celebration in
the air that day.
Members cheered loudly, applauded and let out shrill cries
(a Buili way of showing joy and
appreciation). You see, white
canes are almost impossible to
find in northern Ghana and
are prohibitively expensive in
Accra (the capital city). We
understood the value of the gift
of canes when we witnessed
many people leave their
fields during the busy farming
season, not only to receive
canes for themselves, but
to simply celebrate and rejoice
in the good fortune of friends
who were receiving a cane.
For more information on how
you can help this organization,
please contact
edmund_menezes@hotmail.com.
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A Businessman in the Making
Yaw Agatabey has been a part
of the HCC family since 2004.
Like Gilbert Asekabta (see
opposite page), Yaw has experienced many personal and social challenges related to his
disability, cerebral palsy. In
Canada, children like Yaw
have the opportunity to attend
school up to the highest level,
with all the necessary support
and resources. However, in a
small rural town like Sandema, such resources simply do
not exist. Over the past few
years, we have been
homeschooling Yaw with a
private teacher. Although he
is unable to walk, Yaw has
matured into a young man
with tremendous potential. He
is intelligent, charming, witty

Gilbert (above) and his association provide meaningful training for people with disabilities.
Opposite page, a blind man
learns to weave a mat.

and savvy. In fact, townspeople stop in everyday just to
chat with him, and always
walk away smiling and laughing from his clever jokes. He
has a special way of creating
friendships with everyone he
meets.
We wanted to help Yaw channel these talents into a business operation that could give
him a sense of independence.
So, after talking with him
about his interests and skills,
we offered him a start-up loan
for a phone card business.
With the booming popularity
of cell phones in Sandema, ‘pay
as you go’ cards are sold everywhere in town and people replenish their units on a daily
basis. While the profit on each
card is small, sellers can make
money through volume of
sales. This is where Yaw’s
tremendous popularity and
outgoing personality are key
assets.
When I spoke to Yaw on the
phone recently, he reported
that his business is doing well
so far. Since September, he
has been making his way into
town every day to sell his
cards. He even makes a special side trip to the local government office (Builsa District
Assembly) to sell cards to
workers on break…now that’s
personal service! When I
asked him about the challenges of his new business, he
explained that daily wear and

Yaw is learning firsthand about the
challenges and rewards of managing
his own business.

tear on his ‘bicyle’ (wheelchair)
is an ongoing cost that cuts
into his profits. We are very
proud of Yaw’s success so far,
and we look forward to keeping
you updated on Yaw’s entrepreneurial adventures.
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The Ups and Downs of High School Life
Mark has been with HCC since
our program started 10 years
ago. Although he started
school later than most kids (at
the age of 7), Mark quickly rose
to the top of his class in Sandema. When he graduated
from the local JSS (Junior Secondary School), he garnered
eight academic awards for excellence in subject areas.
Ever since he was a child,
Mark has dreamed of becoming
a medical doctor. So, when
helping him to choose a high
school, we opted to send him to
Kumasi, a large city in the
south of Ghana. Angel Educational Complex has a solid

reputation for academic excellence. The strong science program will help to prepare Mark
for his rigorous entrance exams for medical school, which
he will write in just two years
time.
This is Mark’s second year
living on residence and attending school ‘down south’. We
recently talked on the phone
about school life. According to
Mark, one of his biggest challenges is competing with his
peers for top ranking. Accustomed to being first in his class
in Sandema, it was a humbling
experience for Mark to have to
settle for second place! How-

Priscilla’s Gift

H

enry James once said,
"Three things in human
life are important. The
first is to be kind. The second
is to be kind. And the third is
to be kind." At HCC, these
words really ring true. One of
the blessings of being involved
in an organization like Horizons is that we have a chance
to witness love in action all the
time. On May 3, 2009 Edward
and Lorraine Menezes and
their two children, Priscilla
and Titus, shared their love

and their lives with us.
In honour of Priscilla's First
Holy Communion, parents
Edward and Lorraine requested that donations be
made to HCC in lieu of gifts.
The event was absolutely
beautiful and Lorraine and
Edward's moving words
touched the hearts of everyone in the room. On behalf of
HCC, we would like to thank
this generous family for being
so kind to all of us.

Mark has grown by leaps and bounds
since he first joined HCC at the age of 7.

ever, he noted with pride that
he was one of only 3 students
selected to represent the school
for a recent inter-school quiz
competition. Out of 54 competing schools, Mark and his
teammates won second place.
Although he misses his friends
at HCC, Mark has also joined
many extra-curricular activities. He is the President of the
Scriptural Junior Union, and is
also an Executive member of
his Church youth group. We
wish Mark ongoing success in
his studies!
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My Summer at HCC
by Jessica Senders
When I was first approached to
travel to Ghana for one month
this past summer, I was hesitant. Not only did I have just
one week to get ready to travel
to Africa, I was nervous about
spending a month in a completely different country with
kids. Luckily, a friend of mine
had traveled to Sandema a few
years back. I took a look at his
pictures of all the children at
HCC. In those pictures, the
kids were so happy, and just so
full of life, and it was at that
moment that I knew in my
heart I had to go.
Being in Sandema was the best
experience of my life. The kids

living at HCC were so welcoming and so excited that someone would travel all the way to
Africa, just to spend time with
them. It was truly amazing to
see.

Jessica with her newfound friends at HCC.

Over the month, I became close
with all the children. I learned
about their lives, their dreams,

and who they were as individuals. Every child has their own
amazing personality and they
each shine in their own way.
They are all so much fun, and
such happy, intelligent people!
Near the end of my trip, I was
supposed to travel south to
Cape Coast for a few days, but
decided that I’d rather stay in
Sandema at Horizons for those
extra days.
Once you travel to Sandema,
and you get to know all the
kids, it becomes like home and
it’s a place you don’t want to
leave. These children made
such an impact on my life! It is
one trip I will never forget.

Celebrating our Amazing Staff
Over the years, many friends
and volunteers who have visited HCC have been touched by
the spirit of appreciation that
our children express in their
prayers, words and actions.
They welcome visitors with
joyful songs and dances, and
they bid them farewell with
statements of appreciation. Gratitude is a core value
in our HCC family.
Without the dedication, kindness and care of our staff, HCC
would not be what it is to-

day. Our Annual Appreciation
party honours our amazing
team who work tirelessly day
in and day out to provide a safe
and nurturing environment for
our children.
While Joe, Gabi, Madame Judith, Madame Juli, Roland,
Benedicta and Mr.Thomas
enjoyed an afternoon of teambuilding offsite, the older children took charge of the kitchen
and put their culinary skills
into high gear! They prepared
lunch and supper for 35 people

and, as rumour has it, it was
delicious! Of course, they
learned from two of the finest

cooks in town – Madame
Judith and Madame Juli.

How You Can Help
We are often asked the question, “What can I do to help?”
There are various ways that
you can support our ever growing program. These include:
•For secure online credit card
donations, please visit
www.canadahelps.org. Select
“Stanley Francis Foundation”
and designate your donation to
“Horizons Children’s Centre”
on the drop-down menu.
Please visit our website for a
direct link to the donation
page.
•If you would like to contribute
by cheque, please make it pay-

able to Stanley Francis Foundation and write "Horizons
Children's Centre" on the
memo line. The Foundation
issues tax receipts for all donations over $20. Cheques
should be mailed to: Jeanette
Menezes, 198 Riverdale Avenue, Toronto, ON, M4K 1C5
• If your company has an annual United Way campaign via
payroll deductions, you can
direct these funds towards
HCC. Designate your donation
to the Stanley Francis Foundation on your contribution form,
and be sure to include our

Registered Charity # 86964
7347 RR0001. Receipts are
issued by the United Way.
• Organize a fundraiser – visit
our website for ideas and further details
• Volunteer with HCC in Sandema...please visit our website
for more information about
applying to be an HCC volunteer or send an e-mail to
jeanette@horizonscentre.org
• For information on donating
books and other items to HCC,
please e-mail us at
info@horizonscentre.org
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